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The global tourism sector took a 
massive knock when the COVID-19 
pandemic hit, with travel bans, stay-at-
home orders, and a prevailing sense of 
fear ruling our lives for months on end. 

 As the economy slowly opens up, 
many hotels, resorts, and camping sites 
are adapting to the “new normal” with 
the help of innovative people counting 
technology and analytics from 

Vemcount to enhance customer 
experience, optimize operations and 
meet pre-COVID revenues.  

A few simple steps and automated 
processes are all it takes for hotels, 
resorts, camping sites, and other 
tourism establishments to start 
gathering actionable insights to make 
smarter, data-driven decisions.

With People Counting System, Hotels, Resorts & Camping Sites are 
better equipped to create effective marketing campaigns, prevent 
guests frustrations by managing queues at the reception or restaurant, 
knowing about staff performance, better managing cleaning service, 
consequently increasing your overall service levels.
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How Vemcount Optimizes 
Hotels, Resorts & Campings
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Customer service can make or break hotels, resorts, and camping sites. 
People counter sensors capture dynamic data about the number and 
behavior of people in a location. 

Vemcount data analytics software turns all this data into insight, helping 
these establishments enhance the customer experience and operational 
procedures in the following ways:

• Accurate counts of the total and the current number of guests entering 
and exiting a location in real-time helps management know how many 
employees to deploy and the type of resources they need to 
accommodate those guests.
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• A queue management system alerts management when predetermined 
queue waiting times are exceeded for immediate intervention. 

• Dwell time and traffic flow analysis shows where guests enjoy spending time 
and the routes they commonly take around a location. This information 
helps management optimize the layout and placement of functional hubs; 
for example, bars, dance floors, food courts, service desks, etc. 

• Analyzing past traffic trends to identify peak operating hours enables 
management to prepare in advance for busy periods. 

• Tracking marketing campaigns provides management with insight into which 
initiatives attract and satisfy guests most effectively to be replicated for 
continued success. 

• Benchmarking restaurants and bars in different locations based on visitor 
traffic and conversion ratios enables owners to identify the best performers 
in a chain. 

• Social distance can be measured to keep people safe, with alerts sent to 
management or guests when distance is breached.



What is Vemcount Analytics? 

Vemcount is an all-in-one data analytics 
solution for footfall counting that offers the 
full customer-tracking experience. 

Vemcount involves combining advanced 
sensor technology and data analytics 
software that does far more than merely 
counting people. It is used to drive 
business optimization and customer 
experience strategies in retail stores, 
shopping malls, airports, nightclubs, 
educational centers, hospitals, public 
libraries, museums, and many other 
places with high footfall traffic.  

A Vemcount solution captures detailed 
and accurate data about customer flow, 
queue times, traffic patterns, dwell zones, 
conversion rates, outside traffic, captive 
rate, marketing and sales performance, 
customers’ gender and height, and even 
social distancing and mask-wearing 
measurements. 

You can see all of these details in real-
time on the Vemcount dashboard and 
create custom reports with combined 
data to glean actionable insights that help 
you optimize your business processes.

The benefits of Vemcount 
for your business
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Vemcount dashboards display valuable KPIs and critical data about your 
facilities performance in real-time. You can optimize your operations & staff 
management, and provide customers remarkable experiences.



• The total and current number of visitors in the store at any time to monitor company 
performance; 

• Zone-specific information on customer occupancy, average dwell time, and traffic 
patterns to optimize staff allocation; 

• Waiting time and queue lengths, including real-time data on current and average 
waiting times, customer service, customer interaction times, and potential queue 
abandonment to enhance the customer experience; 

• Peak hours, days, weeks, or months to allocate staff and resources more efficiently 
and save money; 

• Gender distribution for better targeted marketing campaigns that match customer 
profiles; 

• Monitor your marketing campaigns in all channels in real-time. With Vemcount 
Analytics, you can better control if the ROI of your marketing campaigns is delivering 
positive results.  

• Vehicle and pedestrian counts to identify peak hours and optimize parking and staff 
allocation; 

• Room-specific occupancy to maximize energy efficiency through integration with an 
automatic lighting and HVAC systems, and so much more.
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Vemcount: deep insights 
on data that matters

Vemcount uses LoRa technology  

LoRa is a revolutionary system that use real-
time communication. It is a Low Power, Wide 

Area networking protocol designed to 
wirelessly connect battery-operated ‘things’ 
to the internet in regional, national, or global 

networks. It targets essential Internet of 
Things (IoT) requirements such as bi-

directional communication, end-to-end 
security, mobility, and localization services.  

It is being used in different alert systems to 
regulate rooms’ quality of air, temperature, 

maximum occupancy, noise disturbance, etc.
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https://vemco.group/   
 contact@vemco.group 

About Vemco Group 

Vemco Group is an innovative software 
company founded in 2005, with 
headquarters in Fredericia, Denmark. We 
are represented globally with offices in 
UAE, Brazil, Russia and Switzerland.  

We also count on more than 185 licensed 
resellers worldwide, responsible for our 
presence in more than 85 countries. 

Our international network provides us with 
the global experience and local expertise 
necessary to help our customers establish 
and maintain accurate and reliable people 
counting and retail analytics solutions. 

We are experts in footfall and retail 
analytics and have provided our clients with 
insights into customer behavior since our 
analytics solution, Vemcount, was created. 
In close dialogue with our partners and 
customers, we continuously evolve 
Vemcount to meet every expectation and 
need. We always strive to be relevant to 
our clients and their business. 

Vemcount is configurable, device-
independent, and available as a hosted or 
private cloud-based solution to work 
seamlessly with existing ERP and BI 
systems.
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